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57) ABSTRACT 

An improved modulation mechanism disposed in the 
saddle of a harp and connected through angled hooks 
and sheet metal plates to lockable pedals, the opera 
tion of which so shortens the vibrating string length by 
contact of the angled hooks with the strings according 
to the laws of tempered tuning, that the tones of the 
tuned scale are raised by a semi-tone or a full tone, 
wherein each angled hook is pivoted into a position at 
which it bears on the string exactly opposite a pin de 
fining the shortened string length. 

2 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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MODULATION MECHANISM FOR HARPS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The invention relates to modulation mechanism dis 

posed in the saddle of a harp and connected by angled 
hooks and sheet metal plates to lockable pedals, the op 
eration of which so shortens the length of the vibrating 
strings by pressing the angled hook against the strings, 
according to the laws of tempered tuning, that the 
tones of the scales tuned are raised by a half or by a 
whole tone. 
The harp, a very old stringed instrument, only gained 

importance for Western music when, in the eighteenth 
century, Hochbrucker introduced the pedal harp, 
which permitted the playing of the chromatic tone 
scale and the diatonic scale. The improved double 
pedal harp introduced early in the nineteenth century 
by Erard made it possible to raise the scale to which the 
instrument had been tuned by not only a semitone but 
also by a full tone. Now, with the seven double pedals 
provided, the entire chromatic tone scale from counter 
G flat up to G flat in altissimo can be played, so that the 
instrument offers a range of tones corresponding ap 
proximately to the range of a piano. 
The 40 strings of twisted gut, nylon or perlon are sus 

pended in a strip on the resonance board of the body, 
so that the vibrations of the strings are transmitted di 
rectly to the resonance board and from this to the air 
and irradiated as sound. 
The currently conventional instruments are tuned to 

C flat major. The variation in tone level is brought 
about by shortening the vibrating length of the strings 
by means of an eccentric mechanism housed in the so 
called saddle and which is mechanically connected to 
the pedals through angled hooks and sheet metal 
plates. Likewise disposed in the saddle are the tuning 
keys onto which the ends of the strings are wound. The 
string tension and thus the tone level can be varied by 
turning the keys with a square-ended socket tool. 

In the case of the known harps, the angled hooks are 
pressed on the strings and tightened at the fixed pin 
which shortens the length of the vibrating strings, in 
fact so that a gap is created between this pin and the 
point at which pressure is applied by the angled hook 
on the string. As a result, by reason of kinking or bend 
ing on the pin and on the angled hook, the string suffers 
a loading resulting in premature wear and breakage. 
Furthermore, the application of pressure by the angled 
hook causes a lengthening of the string, necessitating 
continual readjustment by the tuning keys in order to 
restore the correct tone level of the string which is de 
tuned by the stretching, a fact which the player finds to 
be particularly burdensome, 
Thus, the problem is posed of avoiding the aforedes 

cribed disadvantages and thus providing a mechanism 
of the type mentioned at the outset, in which there is 
no damaging of the strings and no need to readjust the 
tuning keys in order to restore the desired tone level. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to the invention, this problem is resolved 
in that upon engagement of the pedals, each angled 
hook is pivoted into a position according to which it 
bears on the string exactly opposite a pin which defines 
the shortened string length. As a result, the string un 
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2 
dergoes no pull in its longitudinal direction, so that its 
tone level remains unaltered. Furthermore, the string is 
neither kinked nor constricted, so that it is not exposed 
to any mechanical damage, because the angled hook 
rests on it virtually without pressure. 
An advantageous embodiment within the framework 

of the invention resides in that also the pin defining the 
shortened length of string is constructed as a pivotable 
angled hook and, when the pedal is engaged, bears on 
the string opposite the first angled hook, both angled 
hooks being mechanically coupled and being con 
structed so that they can be pivoted by a common pedal 
and, when the pedal is engaged, bearing on the string 
opposite each other. Thus, the string is engaged on 
both sides at the same height and is held as if by for 
ceps, so that it suffers no pressure or traction of any 
kind. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
The invention will be described in detail hereinafter 

with reference to the attached drawings, although it is 
not intended that the invention be restricted to these 
possibilities of its implementation, 
FIGS. 1 and 2 show the conventional arrangement of 

a mechanism for raising the tone level, in fact FIG. 1 
showing the non-pivoted and FIG. 2 the pivoted angled 
hook, FIGS. 3 and 4 showing a first embodiment of the 
invention, likewise in the starting and operative posi 
tions of the angled hook, and FIGS. 5 and 6 show a fur 
ther embodiment of the invention in which also the pin 
defining the effective length of the string is constructed 
as a pivotable lever. All embodiments are illustrated di 
agrammatically. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

FIGS. 1 and 2 show a construction of known mecha 
nism in which the angled hook 1 disposed to pivot in 
the saddle 4 of the harp (see arrow) is pressed against 
the string 3 at a distance from the pin 2 which defines 
the amount of shortening of the string. Thus, the 
straight run of the string undergoes a bending (FIG. 2) 
representing a tensile loading which in a relatively short 
time stretches the tautly stretched string, so that the 
player must continually check its tuning and re-tune 
the string by twising the tuning key. By reason of the 
taut string tension, the angled hook 1 must also be 
pressed quite strongly against the string, with the result 
that the string suffers a particularly heavy loading at the 
bending points. 

In the case of the embodiment according to the in 
vention, shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, these disadvantages 
are avoided in that the pivoted angled hook 1 rests on 
the string 3 directly opposite the pin 2. ln consequence, 
only a slight pressure is exerted on the string 3 so that 
any longitudinal elongation or even bending of the 
string is avoided, Thus, the string undergoes no damage 
and, by virtue of actuation by the pedals, requires no 
readjustment. This very fact represents a desirable fa 
cility for the player, because each pedal raises the note 
to which the relevant mechanism relates, according to 
the full extent of the tone scale, in other words not 
purely individually and for itself. The F sharp pedal, for 
example, therefore raises not just one definite F but at 
the same time all the F's over the entire range provided 
on the instrument. Thus, the player normally is com 
pelled to re-tune all 40 strings of the harp at relatively 
short intervals, which is unnecessary in the case of an 
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embodiment according to the proposal made by the in 
vention. 
FIGS. 5 and 6 show a further possible embodiment of 

the invention. Here, also the pin 2 is constructed as a 
pivotable angled hook. Advantageously, the two angled 
hooks 1, 2 are connected to one pedal and are thus piv 
oted simultaneously against the string 3 so that they 
bear thereon opposite to each other. In the case of this 
embodiment, no pressure of any kind is exerted on the 
string 3 and the angled hooks 1, 2 bear on it in the man 
ner of the jaws of pliers. The string 3 always remains in 
the same position and is neither bent nor kinked. 

I claim: 
1. In a modulation mechanism disposed in the saddle 
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which shortens the vibrating string length by contact of 
the angled hooks on the strings according to the laws 
of tempered tuning, so that the tones of the tuned scale 
are raised by a semitone or a full tone, the improve 
ment comprising: 
each angled hook is pivotally connected to said sad 
dle at apposite with respect to the respective string, 
a pin fastened to said saddle and defining the short 
ened string length. 

2. The improvement claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
pin comprises a pivotable angled hook pivotally con 
nected to said saddle at a position oppsite the first an 
gled hook, both angled hooks being mechanically cou 
pled and pivotally by a common pedal is engaged, bear 

of a harp and connected through angled hooks and 15 ing on said string opposite each other. 
sheet metal plates to lockable pedals, the operation of 
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